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Research article  
A syndrome of lethal familial hyperekplexia associated with brain malformation.  
Mohammed Z Seidahmed Dr., Mustafa A Salih Prof., Omar B Abdulbasit Dr., Meeralebbae M Shaheed Dr., Khalid H Al hussein Dr., Abdullah K Al Rasheed Dr., Abeeer M Miqdad Dr., Anas M Alazami, Ibrahim A Alorainy Prof and Fawzan S alkuraya prof.  
BMC Neurology  
Dear Sir,
Thanks for the correspondence regarding the above-mentioned manuscript. The following are clarifications to the points raised:

1) Consent to publish was obtained from the second family including consent for the publication of videos (Please see the uploaded second consent).

2) The revised manuscript includes a statement in the 'Acknowledgements' section, in follows: "Written consent was obtained from the parents for publication of the study".

3) The name of the ethics committee that approved the study was mentioned in the Methods section of the revised manuscript, including the name of the body which gave approval, with a reference number.

4) The Authors strongly feel that the study remains as Research Article rather than Case Report, given the amount and nature of the material provided in the manuscript.

The revised version will be uploaded with the changes (in red).

Best wishes and regards
Prof Mustafa A Salih,
Corresponding Author